The heart rate variability (HRV) is a measure based on the time position of the electrocardiogram (ECG) R-waves. There is a discussion whether or not we can obtain the HRV pattern from blood pressure (BP). In this paper, we propose a method for estimating HRV from a BP signal based on a HIF algorithm and carrying out experiments to compare BP as an alternative measurement of ECG to calculate HRV. Based on the hypotheses that ECG and BP have the same harmonic behavior, we model an alternative HRV signal using a nonlinear algorithm, called heart instantaneous frequency (HIF). It tracks the instantaneous frequency through a rough fundamental frequency using power spectral density (PSD). A novelty in this work is to use fundamental frequency instead of wave-peaks as a parameter to estimate and quantify beat-to-beat heart rate variability from BP waveforms. To verify how the estimate HRV signals derived from BP using HIF correlates to the standard gold measures, i.e. HRV derived from ECG, we use a traditional algorithm based on QRS detectors followed by thresholding to localize the R-wave time peak. The results show the following: 1) The spectral error caused by misestimation of time by R-peak detectors is demonstrated by an increase in high-frequency bands followed by the loss of time domain pattern. 2) The HIF was shown to be robust against noise and nuisances. 3) By using statistical methods and nonlinear analysis no difference between HIF derived from BP and HRV derived from ECG was observed. key words: blood pressure (BP), electrocardiogram (ECG), heart rate variability (HRV), heart instantaneous frequency (HIF) 
Introduction
The heart rate variability (HRV) is a noninvasive measure that reflects the autonomic regulation of the cardiovascular control depicting the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous system [1] . Nowadays it has been widely used due to its simplicity of implementation and low computational cost. The fundamental principle for estimating HRV is to locate and mark the time positions of fiductial points (Rwaves) derived from the electrocardiogram (ECG) [2] . The temporal difference between two consecutive R-waves in seconds is called the RR-interval (RRI). HRV is derived by the inverse of RR-intervals expressed in beats per minute, as HRV = [60/RR 1 , 60/RR 2 , . . . , 60/RR n ], where RR n represents the nth RR-interval. This process has become a standard procedure for physiologists in research and clinical studies.
In addition, several authors [3] , [4] have aimed at the potential and practical utility of using blood pressure (BP) waveforms in lieu of ECG [5] , and tried to use pulse interval (PPI) estimated from BP by measuring the time difference among consecutive arterial pressure waves instead of RR. Furthermore comparative results between HRVs are estimated from RRI and PPI, where they show an acceptable agreement in the time domain, although in frequency analysis some manouvers showed an effect of low pass-filter in HRV derived from PPI intervals [3] .
Among many possible errors [6] , we can point out the lack of precision in the detection of the maximum value of arterial pulse wave due to algorithms used to estimate the QRS complex. Furthermore, the low sampling frequency of the digitalized signals [4] , [7] also may impair the interchangeability between the RRI and the PPI.
The pursuit of BP as surrogate for ECG signals can be explained by the continuous improvement of health care for first aid, especially through the use of telemedicine including remote/home monitoring of patients. It is based on the social demand for portable technology consisting of simple methods for well-being with low cost. For instance, using photoplethysmographic signal, which gives great potential for multivariate analysis.
From a physiological point of view, the mechanical formation of BP waveforms is far more complicated than the formation of ECG. The former waveform is influenced by the body position, where BP waveform is measured, due to factors like arterial stiffness, the diameter of the artery, and the type of artery wall. The pressure waveforms are different in the aorta, medium size arteries (brachial, radial) and small arteries like the finger ones. This is due not only to the diameter of the lumen of the arteries but also to the differences in their structure. The aorta and the big to medium size arteries are more elastic, whereas finger arteries are more muscular or almost only muscular and thus are under strong sympathetic and metabolic influences. These factors are extremely important and their impacts have a fundamental importance in the final pressure waveform. Another important factor determining the pressure waveform shape is the autonomic influence with many reflexes and the spontaneous "10-s rhythm" derived from vascular controlling centers. In addition, if a patient presents a significant regurgitations of the aortic and the mitral valves or right to left arteriovenous shunt, BP signal might not be worth analyzing. In such conditions, the pressure waveforms are significantly different Based on the above considerations, we hypothesize that the quasi-harmonic behavior may provide a solution to estimate signals from BP that mimic HRV in time, frequency and underlying parameters, since the HIF algorithm is based on the harmonic rhythm of BP waveforms [8] and not on time discrete event series.
Our aim is to verify the reliability of signals of HRV derived from BP waveforms using the HIF algorithm. The physiological signals used in this study were obtained from the PhysioBank, that owns databases of public domain. Temporal, spectral, and nonlinear results are presented to show nonsignificant statistical differences between HRV extracted from both ECG signals using peak detectors and BP waveforms using the HIF algorithm. For the sake of comparison, HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) interobserver and intraobserver variabilities were performed using the hypothesis test for equivalence, intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), and the Bland-Altman method.
The Heart Instantaneous Frequency Algorithm
An analog signal, s(t), can be represented as an analytic signal, z(t) = s(t) + jŝ(t), allows to obtain the instantaneous phase, φ(t), based on the Hilbert transform,ŝ(t), of the analog signal as
where instantaneous frequency, f i (t), is defined as a derivative of the φ(t) [9] . The HIF algorithm was introduced by Barros and Ohnishi (2001) as an approach to estimate HRV using ECG digitalized at low sampling frequency (e.g., 5 Hz) and corrupted with noise [2] , [6] . The mathematical genesis that lies in the interbeat signal analysis using the HIF algorithm is related to harmonic analysis. Although BP and ECG are quasiperiodic signals, they show interchangeable fundamental frequency ( f 0 ) as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 . Since we know that f 0 is a common feature between ECG and BP, we can use a modified Gabor wavelet band-pass filter ψ(t) with center frequency f 0 to model the HIF signal, given by
where k is a sliding window and δ(t) is the average of the δ(t) row vector explained below. This filter design excludes all the other components that are not centered in the roughly estimated f 0 . Thus, the f 0 must be known a priori. To estimate f 0 the signal s(t) is divided into k intervals of size n. Each interval is transformed into frequency domain by FFT and analyzed to determine f 0 . A δ(t) vector is constructed with each estimated f 0 repeated n times for each k † . This process enables the mapping from input filtered center frequency signal, s k (t), to output instantaneous frequency data by substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1). See [10] for theoretical framework of the HIF algorithm.
Database
Three databases are used to analyze the degree of similarity of HRV signals derived from ECG and BP. They were selected from a public repository [11] and the characteristics of each one are given as follows: Fantasia database. It contains 20 records of continuous ECG and BP signals obtained by Finapress from healthy volunteers remained in a sleepless-rest state. The volunteers were divided in two groups: (I) Young volunteers, ranging from 21 to 34 years old; (II) Elderly volunteers, ranging from 68 to 85 years old [12] . The sampling frequency (Fs) used to digitize the signals was 250 Hz [11] . Five minutes of continuous BP and ECG intervals were selected from nine volunteers of each described group.
Massachusetts General Hospital/Marquette Foundation (MGH/MF) Waveform Database. It presents 250 records of patients in critical care units recorded at 360 Hz. Each record contains a set of signals (ECG leads, arterial pressure, pulmonary arterial pressure, among others) [11] . For this work, we used ECG lead II and arterial pressure of nine random records that were upsampled by factor 3 (1080 Hz) using function interp of the Matlab programming environment.
Sleep apnea database (Slpdb). It was recorded at Boston's Beth Israel Hospital Sleep Laboratory with 16 male subjects between 32-54 years old using a sampling rate of 250 Hz [11] . It contains ECG and BP signals that were used in this work after upsampling to 1 kHz.
Evaluation Parameters in Frequency Domain
In this Section, we describe shortly the process used to calculate HRV derived from ECG and BP. Moreover, we define the frequency bands used to compare differences between these measures.
To compare heart rate variability signals estimated from ECG and BP, we preprocess five minutes of continuous ECG and BP waveforms in two steps. In the first step, we remove the baseline fluctuation of the ECG signal using a 4th order Butterworth highpass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz to accurately identify R-wave time instant. In the second step, we normalize the amplitude of BP and ECG waveforms.
HRV from ECG was obtained using standard methods described in [13] and HRV from BP was obtained based on HIF algorithm. The proper quality assignment of the HRV intervals was achieved through visual inspection. Missing or ectopic beats were corrected [14] . For comparative reasons, the interbeat time series were limited to 256 samples, as illustrated in Figs. 3 (a) and (b).
To compare power spectral density (PSD) of the HRV time series, we interpolated the interbeat series at a sampling rate of 4 Hz using cubic spline techniques and thereafter detrended with a smoothing parameter (λ = 300) equivalent to a cut-off frequency of 0.043 Hz [15] . The resulting series were multiplied by a Hamming window and then the PSDs were calculated with Welch's periodogram. Figure 3 (c) shows the PSD. The spectral interval was divided in low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF). The power ratios LF and HF of those bands representing the sympathovagal balance are estimated by 
Note that very low frequency with band between 0.0-0.03 Hz was omitted as a consequence of filtering in the detrend method, as shown in Fig. 3 (c) . The energy is given in normalized units (n.u.) [16] .
Noise and High Frequency
In general, signals that have two or more peaks in their spectra are called multicomponent signals (e.g., RR intervals). Analysis of those signals based on instantaneous frequency measurements has no physical meaning [17] . For simplicity, we use signals that have spectral concentration, i.e., monocomponent signals. Thus, we utilized the instantaneous frequency of a known periodic signal with the advantage of concentrating the energy in only one sharp delta peak without spread. Considering our model, a measured signal s(t) is analytic and consists of one sinusoidal d(t) and an additive noise signal n(t):
where A d and A n are the amplitudes, and w d and w n are the angular frequencies. Subscripts "d" represent desired signal and "n" additive noise. Instantaneous amplitude A(t) and phase φ(t) of Eq. (4) can be written, similar to [9] , as
Taking the derivative of Eq. (6), we obtain f i (t) given by Defining Δw as the error between angular frequencies, i.e., Δw = w d − w n . Then using Δw, Eqs. (5) and (7) can be written as
Subsequently, we can see that instantanenous frequency, f i (t), is a result of desired signal w d and additive nuisance on the right side of Eq. (9). To highlight the effect of noise in f i , we analyzed it by simulating Eq. (9). Herein, we assumed A d A n and raised Δw in intervals of 0.01 Hz. Since, f i (t) represents the frequency existing at each time, Fig. 4 shows that any Δw contributes negatively to the spectral analysis. Figure 5 illustrates the overlapped spectral responses of f i (t) expressed by Eq. (9) as a function dependent of Δw. The vertical axis is the amplitude spectrum given by S ( f ) = F{ f i (t)}, where F{.} is the fast Fourier transform. Thus, it is easy to see from Figs. 4 and 5 that the spectral response shifts along the frequency axis and the amplitude spectrum increases linearly to the increment given by Δw, where it ranges from 0 to 0.5.
To clarify the above mathematical description, let us now consider one artificial BP waveform without noise at a sampling frequency of 256 Hz. This signal was syntetized with mean, standard deviation (SD), and LF/HF of 80 bpm, 1 bpm, and 1.5, respectively. For simulation purposes, four signals were derived from BP noiseless signal by adding uniformly distributed additive noise multiplied by factors between 0.00 and 0.06 in steps of 0.02. For more details about signal generation, see [18] . Table 1 shows the comparison between pulse peak interval (PPI) † and HIF. We can notice that in PPI the LF component decreases with an increase of noise scale, while the normalized units of HF increase substantially, reducing the LF/HF ratio. However, for HIF both LF and HF slightly change in these components without great variations in the LF/HF ratio. Note that the sum of energy in the frequency bands (LF and HF), as shown in Table 1 , has the same value (LF + HF 100 n.u.). Figure 6 shows an example of the described analysis. Figure 6 (e) shows a spurious third wave ranging from 0.22 to 0.3 Hz in contrast with Fig. 6 (f) . This strongly suggests that HRV algorithms based on peak detectors may carry energy from one band to another due to misleading measurements of the fiducial peak waves.
These results support the analysis carried with the Eq. (9), which demonstrates that the effect of additive noise in periodical signals causes a displacement of energy in the frequency domain that relevantly influences high frequency. † Herein, the PPI is a measure derived from the peak intervals of the artificial BP waveform using the algorithm to calculate HRV. Values are mean ± SD; n = no. of subjects or volunteers. Time domain measured in ms: square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of the differences between adjacent RR intervals (RMSSD); the proportion of pairs of adjacent intervals differing by more than 50 ms (pNN50); standard deviation of all the RR intervals (SDNN). Frequency domain measured in ms 2 : low frequency power (LF); high frequency power (HF); total power (TP). Normalized unit (n.u.).
Comparison Based on Statistical Methods
For HRVs obtained by the RRI (ECG) and HIF (BP) from the three different database, we calculate statistical measures known as the standard [16] . The results are shown in Table 2 . From the Table, we find that in both time and frequency domain, HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) give similar results.
To quantify the degree of consistency among HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) we evaluate the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) based on a two-way random effects model,
where k denotes the number of different measures (k = 2), MS b means mean square error between pairs, and MS w is mean square error within pairs [19] . The results are presented in Table 3 . Bland-Altman plot is a clinical method-plot used to verify the agreement of a measure that resembles a gold standart measure [20] . To make this graphic, we use the dif- ference against the average of HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP). If 95% of the samples are inside of the "limits of agreement" † the two measurements are interchangeable. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the samples are mainly restricted into the area of consistency.
Camparation Based on Nonlinear Methods
Assuming that the traditional statistical measures are unable to reveal differences between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP), we use two nonlinear methods that may uncover complex patterns beyond time-frequency parameters. A brief description of both methods is given as follows. 
Multiscale Entropy
Multiscale entropy (MSE) is a tool that supports nonlinear dynamical analysis [21] . Herein it is used to compare HRV(ECG)-and HIF(BP)-estimated signals. MSE is based on multiple scales, corresponding to the scale factor and sample entropy (S E ). The scale factor (y τ ) is a series constructed by taking the average of non-overlapped j windows with τ samples derived from x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ]. This process is evaluated for each scale τ as
The S E is correlated to the length of samples (N), pattern length (m), and percentage of accepting matches (r),
Pattern length defines the number of sequences to be summed and added to the previous values, if they are considered indistinguishable when the absolute difference between m points is ≤ r × SD of the signal x. Figure 8 depicts the simulation results where τ = 1, . . . , 20, N = 1024, m = 2, and r = 0.15.
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was first applied in [22] and is further described in [23] . It is considered a fractal measure due to the correlation with the power law (1/ f ). The process is carried integrating the RR intervals given where RR means the ith interbeat time series and RR avg is the average of the RR intervals.
The y is then divided into windows of equal size n where a least-squares line is fitted in each window denoted by y n (k). It can be seen as the trend for each window will be used as follows,
After calculating over all window sizes, we assumed that F(n) ≈ n α , where the signal fluctuations are represented by the scaling exponent α given by the slope formed by a line connecting log F(n) to log n. Figure 9 shows the scaling exponent α for HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) derived from each database subject. From the plot it is easy to see the overlapping between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP).
Discussion
One of the problems related to the interchangeability between ECG and BP is to define the standard sampling frequency, to be able to mark the fiductial point with accuracy. Fortunately, some authors [7] have demonstrated that the range useful to extract the variability series from ECG signals should be larger than or equal to 250 Hz, whereas a doubtful question relies on a satisfactory Fs to BP waveforms. Since BP presents an undefined sharp peak unlike the R wave in the ECG waveforms, we decide to use an algorithm to interpolate not only BP but also the ECG to refine the waves that form those signals. As argued by [24] an improved resolution of ±1 ms can be accessed using a cubic interpolation with less than 1% of errors. We assumed that the same process will be acceptable to BP waveforms. Although some remarks should be introduced here: (1) The HIF algorithm was developed to estimate HRV using ECG with very low sampling rate and it was proved that the relative error between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) measures is limited to 3%; (2) The HIF algorithm can be used at high frequency rate, however with some additional computational cost; (3) The HIF algorithm is not based on the detection of R-wave; (4) The nuisances related to stationarity and Fourier phase information are ignored due to the use of the wavelet transform [25] .
In fact, HRV estimation using RR peak detection (an f i (t) estimate) can be compared to the zero-crossing detection in speech signals. The difference is that calculating the fiductial points at each beat requires a high amount of spectral components. BP spectral response is low-pass filter like and occurs at lower frequencies where most of the additional noise that influences BP signals occur at lower frequencies, for instance respiration. The influence of noise will be more pronounced for BP than for ECG, which is distributed in a larger band than BP.
In contrast, by using a method based on finding the f i (t) of a band-limited signal, in the case of HIF (BP), we considerably diminished the amount of noise that could negatively influence the estimation of HRV (ECG). As shown in Fig. 3 (c) , the difference between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) was basically a white noise-like flat spectrum.
On the other hand, the parameters in time-frequency paramaters recommended by [16] coupled with statistical analysis (ICC and Bland-Altman plot) and nonlinear methods show the relationship between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP). First, the values in time-frequency domain values depicted in Table 2 show that in average there exist differences between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP). However, Table 3 illustrates a high degree of acceptance using ICC (≥ 75), with exception of pNN50. Second, the method of the differences [20] illustrate the percentage of samples that are inside of the 95% "limits of agreement".
As a last quantifiers, we use two nonlinear methods.
1. MSE analysis provides insights into the relationships of HRVs estimated from BP and ECG. Figure 8 depicts the underlying dynamics based on multiple spatial and temporal scales. These results present the following advantages: (i) low percentage of nonsinus beats (≤ 2%); (ii) small presence of noise (white and uncolored) that only causes variations in the beginning of analysis, and (iii) different sample frequency. The analysis shows that most curves overlap, as shown in Figs. 8 (a) , (b), and (c). Figure 8 (d) has a little SD between HRV (ECG) and HIF (BP) that can be justified by the use of a fixed value for parameter r, which was applied in all experiments [21] . 2. The scaling exponent α used in DFA, illustrated in Fig. 9 , shows a high agreement with the overlapping curves, as well as ICC values with coefficients between 98.58-99.69. This implies a strong correlation among the interbeat measures that are not covered by timefrequency parameters.
Conclusion
In this study, a method was proposed for estimating HRV from continuous BP signals using an HIF algorithm. This method uses the speech signal processing techniques to extract an alternative HRV measure from the instantaneous frequency of BP waveforms. HRV conventional analysis uses peak detectors where interbeat time-domain measurements are required, whereas the proposed method uses a f 0 that is unaffected by superimposed noise. The principal advantage of calculating variability in beat-to-beat intervals using BP instead of ECG is the lack of electrical interferences due to the mechanical formation of BP waveforms. This is reinforced by the preprocessing of QRS detectors to exclude unwanted artifacts that influence the underlying information contained in the waveform [2] , [6] , [13] .
As a result, we found statistically similar timefrequency measurements between HRVs derived from ECG and BP. Moreover, these analyses include a demonstration of the effect of additional noise on instantaneous frequency, which can be seen as unwanted artifacts on desired signals. In this context, we show experiments with artificial BP waveforms that illustrate the displacement of energy in the frequency band components (low and high frequency) with significant change of the LF/HF ratio. In addition, the use of MSE provided insight about variance and correlation proprieties. Moreover, these highlights improved the results found in the time-frequency domain.
